


Pardon the heaviness of this memorandum, yet the truth cannot be avoided. There
can be no doubt, shit has hit the fan a long time ago, and the ripples and waves have
made their way to our front doorsteps no matter where we are at in the world. We have
known this was coming, preparing, creating the networks and systems of resiliency that
can carry us through. Yet many have not, and the lambs are being led to the slaughter.
The nations of this planet have been at war with themselves for decades, censorship &
hypocrisy, directed by the hands of people who just have to have them in everybody
elses’ pie. Many have already died, many more are unaware of what’s been taking
place or what’s in store. Massive government syndicates have turned their weapons on
their own people, the very air is crackling with electricity, and we are almost a year
into the finest battle any of the living generations have ever seen. Are you still asleep
to the war on consciousness, and the world-scale power-play attempt to eradicate pu-
rity in the freely unfolding human genome? What are you doing to fight for life on earth?

Large Scale Ecosystem Restoration: We’re still in the business of doing it!

And what is integrated agroecology? Dynamic solutions. Imagine combining forestry
management, small farm operations, the production of food, medicine & wildlife habitat,
by restoring degraded tracts in the wildland-urban interface. We can restore the poorly
abused soils of any climate and improve conditions for all life in a given plot. We harmo-
nize subtle energies with positive intention using the finest fruits of ancient wisdom and
sleek precision modern tech. Oh yes, we are raising the carrying capacity, biodiversity
quotient, and spiritual energies of the landscape wherever we go. We imprint in plant
communities and soil systems the patterns conducive to multi-generational stability and
the ultimate unfolding of culture manifested in a daily vigor in all residents of the land.
Just as the sun shines and plants grow, we represent those forces of nature, and turn
problems into solutions, erosion into rain, weaknesses into advantage, and ruin into gain.



REGENERATIVE ECOLOGICAL HOMESTEAD DESIGN

TO THE BENEFIT OF BOTH PEOPLE & PLANET



Given the beyond essential nature of our work, there has been no shortage of projects
to be involved with. Still overwhelmed with opportunity for expansion, the challenge is
to not take on too much too fast so as to maintain quality. Staying grounded is enough
of an accomplishment today, gaining ground a necessity we all face. There are some
amazing people moving to and around the inland northwest, and already living here
to boot, and we have been very blessed to get the clients and project sites we have.
Despite the world, we have continued to consult, design, and educate on top of intensive
homesteading and wildcrafting. A number of classes were cancelled for obvious reasons,
but we still held more. There is a lot of work to do, that we can only do together.

This year, in order that we might not only stay in the game but also level up, we
have branched out on the edges of the industry we’ve dealt with. With a partner from
the INPG, we have created a new wildcrafting/garden herbal apothecary business, par-
ticularly with respect to using medieval designed Alembic Stills to create alchemical
potion medicine. Thus have we expanded and now can provide hydrosols & essential
oils in addition to the infusions, salves, tea mixes, herbs, mushrooms, berries, other
NTFP and more we have been dealing with for years. Another aspect of our growth
has been in EMF consulting- pulling from our past studies in electromagnetism and
electrodynamics, using instruments to detect ambient electrosmog of E fields, B fields,
dirty lines and RF, and integrating this information with principles of sound design we
have been helping clients create cleaner living environments inside the body, the home,
and the ecologies surrounding. Turns out there are many invisible energetic landscapes
we’ve never been told about, interacting with components of ourselves we didn’t know
existed. On a non-commercial level, we have also teched into making tallow candles and
brain-tanning buckskin. These crafts and many more will we hone in our mastery of.

What do EMF sensing instruments and wildcrafted herbal mountain medicine have in
common? PEOPLE’S HEALTH. The world’s heart still beats and we are giving every-
thing we have to keeping it so. We have been working with innovative companies to
generate solutions and are excited to delve deeper into this work as time advances...



We made sure THE INLAND NORTHWEST PERMACULTURE CONVERGENCE

still happened. And indeed was it a big success in a world that desperately needed it!

Many minds did we reach and teach, and will continue to do so, as is our birthright.

SMITHWERKS CREATIVE STUDIOS MEDIA:

Check out our newest animation: Polypolis, the City of Many! Behold the unfolding
of cosmic consciousness coming to know itself through the structure of evolutionary
mushroom action. Positive, mysterious, witness the glory of the Polypore family!

We’re also pleased to announce the publication of our first two books this year.
A compendium of aphorism, poem, story & essay on topics of science, art, philosophy,
history, religion, culture & industry, behold two volumes of the Syntheses & Analytics!

Projects this winter include mycology laboratory calibration and production, microscopy
documentation, aircraft licensing, endless reading & research, and prayers for peace. . .



Ancient gods of time and order are convening to seal the fate of man, they are collecting
their dues and possessing the most powerful of mortals to do their bidding and execute
the axis-shifting extinction event we now get to either live or die through. Seize each
moment of the day my friends, for the times of complacency have long passed, and of
the past all we shall have is the memories we carry in our hearts. In face of the woe that
doth betide the civilizations of this planet this coming decade, we are all going to need to
keep tapping into deeper spiritual reserves of strength than any of us ever have known
before. Indeed, the regeneration has only just begun. Though the angel of death descends
upon the windswept wasteland of the earth, we know in our hearts that life has in store
for us a collective spiritual odyssey of mythic proportion. — J Smith, institute personnel

Why... yes, yes indeed!
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